
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Saturday 6th March 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  19% 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, In-wook 

Hwang, T B Oh, Jang-youl Park 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
GEUKDONGEUI MIRAE was a late scratching when that colt was not able to be 
loaded into the barrier. GEUKDONGEUI MIRAE was disqualified for two months and 
at the conclusion of the suspension it must undergo a stall test prior to its next start. 
Shortly after the start BLACK LEGEND was checked when crowded by runners to its 
outside which shifted in after jumping awkwardly. A post race veterinary examination of 
AREUMDAUN BIT and WINK did not reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was 
taken from WINK. Yoo Mi Ra (WINK) was warned for shifting out near the home turn 
bumping MITHRA.  
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
The betting time for this race was extended five minutes due to the delay at the start in 
race one. GEOSENBADA and CHUWOLCHUPUNG were difficult to load in the 
barrier and must now undergo a stall test prior to their next start. CHUWOLCHUPUNG 
jumped awkwardly, shifted out and bumped SUPER BATON. UGILSEUNGNI lay in 
throughout the race and a warning was issued. A post race veterinary examination of 
UGILSEUNGNI did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 4 – FOREIGN BRED – 1300 METRES 
The betting time for this race was extended five minutes due to the delay at the start in 
race one. Prior to parading onto the track HWANGGEUM BEAK required a shoeing 
adjustment however the gelding was fractious and the shoeing adjustment was not able to 
be completed. HWANGGEUM BEAK was a late scratching and betting time was 
extended a further five minutes. BAEKDUCHEONJI was slowly away. A post race 
veterinary examination of MAKGANGSINHWA did not reveal any abnormality.  
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
Lee Jun Dong (THE ALMIGHTY) was warned in that when inside the final 100m and 
his mount had hung in he failed to make a sufficient effort to prevent his mount from 
shifting in resulting in HAPPY BIRTHDAY being hampered for a short distance. A post 
race veterinary examination of MEOTJYEOBUREO did not reveal any abnormality.  
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 



SONGDOTEUKGEUP was an early scratching when it was revealed that the colt had 
colic. SILVER STORM was a late scratching when it was found to be lame in the off 
fore leg. Acting on veterinary advice SILVER STORM is to be ineligible to race for 4 
months. GIRINETTEUM was difficult to load in the barrier and must now undergo a 
stall test prior to its next start. A post race veterinary examination of CAPIRISING did 
not reveal any abnormality. CAPIRISING was beaten in excess of 42 lengths and 
finished outside the qualifying time so, in accordance with the KRA rules, the colt was 
disqualified from the event and will be suspended from racing for 2 months for not being 
competitive. At the conclusion of its suspension CAPIRISING will be required to re 
qualify for racing by competing satisfactorily in an official barrier trial. Kim Dong Min 
(CONCHO DANCER) was warned for his riding on the gelding in the early part of the 
home straight and was advised that in future he must place his mounts under sufficient 
pressure at vital stages. 
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 4 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
No incidents to report. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 3 – FOREIGN BRED - 1700 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of THE GREAT KHAN and YESANGBAEK did 
not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 3 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1800 METRES 
CHOWON DREAM was an early scratching when it was found that the filly was lame 
in the near fore leg. CHEOLGAMYEON was difficult to load in the barrier and must 
now undergo a stall test prior to its next start. When questioned Jo In Kwen (MAGIC 
COLLAR) explained that he was instructed to race in a handy position as expected other 
runners to lead in the race. He said that in the early and middle stages of the race his 
mount pulled hard with him and as a result it was not able to finish its race off as 
expected. A post race veterinary examination of MAGIC COLLAR did not reveal any 
abnormality and a swab sample was taken. A post race veterinary examination of 
HANEULCHEOREOM and YEOHAENG SARANG did not reveal any abnormality. 
In the home straight HANEULCHEOREOM lay out and a warning was issued. In the 
home straight CHEOLGAMYEON lay in and a warning was issued.  
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1700 METRES 
Yoo Seung Wan (HANHYEOLGEUMGU) was fined W40,000 for careless riding in 
that 100m after the start he permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of ENERGY 
BEAM which had to be checked. In the home straight BICHEONGEOM lay in and a 
warning was issued.  
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 1 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1900 METRES 
No incidents to report. 
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 1 – FOREIGN BRED – 2000 METRES 
A swab sample was taken from YODONGSEONG.  A post race veterinary examination 
of SEOUL TEUKGEUP did not reveal any abnormality. A post race veterinary 



examination of VICAR LOVE did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was 
taken.  
 
RACE TWELVE: CLASS 5 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
No incidents to report. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Park Eul Woon was indisposed due to illness and the following rider substitutions were 
allowed.  
Race 4  MEOTJYEOBUREO  Cho Kyoung Ho 
Race 5  GIRINETTE     Lee Jun Dong 
 
Lee Sung Hwan was stood down by the KRA pending an investigation by the KRA 
Integrity Department. . 
Race 4  CHEONGYEONG   Kim Cheol Ho 
Race 7  CHEONGNYEONAM  Kim Cheol Ho 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


